Common graduate occupations

- PR and Marketing Manager: 16%
- HR Specialist: 15%
- Controller, Financial Analyst, Risk Manager: 13%
- IT Consultant, Business Intelligence Analyst: 9%
- Logistics Manager: 4%
- Business owner: 4%

Eligibility
A student has to obtain a minimum of 59 ECTS during first and second semester at PRUE to be eligible for the double degree programme.

Tuition fee
1 900 EUR/semester

Contacts:
PRUE Faculty of Management (building 2, office 334)
Stremyanny lane 36, Moscow, 117997, Russia
Tel: +7 (499) 237-85-10
E-mail: management@rea.ru

www.rea.ru
www.facebook.com/groups/124960808065787
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About
The double Master degree programme offered jointly by the Faculty of Business Administration at the University of Economics, Prague (VSE) and the Department of Management at Plekhanov Russian University of Economics (PRUE) enables students enrolled in the Master programme Entrepreneurship Management at PRUE to achieve on successful completion of study within each institution the degree of Master of Science in Management (MSc) from PRUE and the degree of Engineer (Ing.) from FBA VSE. During the double degree programme a student spends the first year at PRUE and the second year at VSE, the leading university in the field of economics, business and management in the Czech Republic. The programme is provided by the Faculty of Business Administration, which is EQUIS accredited and therefore ranks among the 1% of best business schools in the world.

Target group
The programme is intended for students who have achieved a high level of academic training and language proficiency. It aims to educate socially responsible business professionals and analysts with a broad economic overview and a focus on managing business performance.

Key facts
- Two-year double Master degree programme (one year at PRUE, one year at VSE)
- Taught in English
- Joint thesis defense
- MSc degree from PRUE plus Ing. degree from VSE which translates as Master of Science (MSc.) into English
- Degree allowing a free access to the Czech labour market (work permit without time limitation)
- Workload of 120 ECTS (1st year at PRUE: 59 ECTS, 2nd year at VSE: 61 ECTS)

Programme description
Students who choose the double Master degree programme will attend carefully chosen courses from PRUE and VSE and therefore gain the best of both the institutions. After successfully completing their studies they receive two diplomas. This double degree not only enhances a graduate's knowledge and attained qualification but also broadens work-related possibilities as it grants unlimited access to the Czech labour market. The curriculum provides a unique combination of modern teaching methods and real-life projects from practice. Students may also obtain a given amount of credits while attending summer schools or by using the online courses provided by one of the partners. This time-proven teaching model has shown to be essential for successful managerial work in the corporate sphere as well as banking institutions and public administration.

Curriculum
Specialization in Management (VSE, Prague):
- Strategy;
- Advanced Marketing;
- Managerial Decision-Making;
- Managerial Finance;
- Leadership.
Key elements: critical thinking, case studies, lectures, simulations.

Specialization in Entrepreneurship Management (PRUE, Moscow):
- Business Planning;
- Corporate Management;
- Entrepreneurial Risk Management;
- Ownership Management;
- Modern Theories in Management.
Key elements: individual approach, case studies, lectures, practical classes.

Attained qualification
Graduates are able to participate in the execution of economic and managerial functions at mid-management levels in companies and other institutions, where knowledge of business management is necessary. They mostly start their careers at industrial enterprises, enterprises operating in the energy sector, transport and storage, trade and services or consulting firms.